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Nuclear weapons: some good news

q Global nuclear weapons stockpiles down ~80%

q Only 9 states with nuclear weapons – same as 30 years ago
q Almost all other states have pledged not to acquire nuclear 

weapons, and to accept verification
q More states have started nuclear weapons programs and 

given them up than have nuclear weapons – efforts to 
dissuade countries succeed more often than they fail

q Nonproliferation regime has proved resilient in the face of 
multiple challenges over 5 decades

q >50% of the states that once had potential nuclear bomb 
material on their soil have eliminated it

q Nuclear material around the world is far more secure than it 
was 25 years ago
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Potential nuclear flashpoints

q U.S.-North Korea
— Collapse of  current process could lead to return to ”maxim um  

pressure,” threats of  “fire and fury” (more la ter)

— M isca lcula tion, inadvertent esca la tion could  lead to conflict – whic h 
could  esca late rapid ly to nuclear use

— O ther nuclear dangers from  North Korea: nuclear transfers; 
pressures on others to matc h DPRK capability ; “loose nukes” in the 

event of  reg ime co llapse; a lso c hem ica l and b io log ica l weapons

q India-Pakistan
— O ngoing nuclear arm s race, w ith shift toward tactica l nuclear 

weapons that increase risks of  se izure, early use in conflict

— Nuclear doctrines whic h, if  deterrence fa ils, could  lead to rapid 

esca lation to nuclear war
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Potential nuclear flashpoints (II)

q U.S.-Russia
— Intense hostility, m istrust, “grey area” actions could  lead to conflict
— Some conflicts – e.g., in Ba ltics – could  lead to fears of  rap id 

defeat, pressures to use nuclear weapons to prevent

— Russian nuclear forces and command and contro l highly vulnerable, 

like ly pressures to “use them  or lose them” – launch on warning

q U.S.-China
— Long-term  tensions between rising, declin ing powers could  lead to 

conflict – Ta iwan, S. China Sea, E. China sea…

q U.S. or Israel – Iran
— U.S. pullout from  JCPOA, threats of  m ilitary strikes could  strengthen 

Iran’s nuclear bomb advocates
— M any scenarios could  lead to conflict – a few  to nuclear use
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Dangers to existing nonproliferation, 
arms reduction efforts
q U.S. pullout from the JCPOA, Iran’s ongoing programs

— Little  c hance unila tera l U .S. sanctions w ill lead to better agreement
— Increases risk of  pro liferation, conflict in the M iddle East

— Decreases cred ib ility  of  U .S. prom ises, int’l d ip lomacy

q North Korea’s ongoing nuclear and missile programs
— Current process could co llapse (more la ter)

q Intense U.S.-Russian hostility
— Breakdown of cooperation on many fronts, potentia l risk of  conflict 

(more la ter)

q Ongoing India-Pakistan arms race
— In addition to d irect dangers, risks of  theft of  nuclear materia l, 

leakage of  tec hnology, b lockage of  fissile  cutoff, like ly b lockage 

of CTBT entry into force, near-term  restra int unlike ly…
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Dangers to existing nonproliferation, 
arms reduction efforts (II)
q Nuclear powers modernizing their forces, no negotiations 

toward further arms reductions or disarmament under way
— Russia  introducing whole new  classes of  stra teg ic nuclear weapons

— U.S. p lanning $1.2 trillion modernization w ith little  serious debate

— China a lso modernizing its m uch smaller forces

— No ta lks on fo llow -on to New  START, or lim its on others’ forces

q Nuclear powers utterly rejecting the ban treaty
— Could further inflame NPT politics between the nuclear “haves” and 

“have nots” 

— Ban treaty w ill enter into force for many develop ing countries, be a 

feature of  the internationa l system  for decades to come
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Dangers to existing nonproliferation, 
arms reduction efforts (III)
q No progress on key items on the NPT agenda

— No d isarmament progress (ban treaty w ill h ighlight)
— FM CT b locked; little  near-term  prospect for CTBT entry into force

— No progress on M iddle East W M DFZ

— No new  initia tives on peaceful uses, security assurances

q Nuclear security efforts losing momentum after the summits
— Five “action p lans” led to little  action

— Politica l constra ints lim it IAEA  as forum  for decisions, actions

— U.S.-Russian cooperation at a  standstill, o ther b ila tera l cooperation 

slow

q Long term growth, spread of nuclear energy could create 
additional risks if not appropriately managed

North Korea talks: will lack of the best
be the enemy of the good?
q Highly unlikely any achievable set of incentives and pressures 

would lead to near-term N. Korean total nuclear disarmament
— Nuclear weapons seen as centra l to reg ime surviva l, prestige

q Churchill: “Jaw, jaw” better than “war, war”
— Recent process has offered months of  reduced risk of  war

q Many types of intermediate steps would serve U.S., world 
security interests
— Freezes on further testing, production; reductions in some aspects of  

capabilities; m ilitary confidence-build ing measures

q Danger: disappointment over lack of total disarmament could 
lead to return to “maximum pressure,” “fire and fury”
— Volatile  situation could lead to m ilitary conflict

— Intermediate opportunities may be m issed
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The whole structure of U.S.-Russian 
nuclear arms control is in danger
q For nearly 5 decades, U.S.-Russian nuclear arms treaties 

offered
— Lim its on, reductions in , nuclear forces

— Predictab ility

— Transparency

q New START is working – but expires soon
— Both sides have met key lim its

— Inspections are a lmost the only remaining nuclear cooperation

— Expires early 2021; 1-time extension possib le to early 2026

q Intense U.S.-Russian hostility, mutual charges of INF Treaty 
violations, make it very difficult to reach a new treaty:
— That Russia  w ill accept, and

— That 2/3 of the U .S. Senate w ill accept

1 0

U.S.-Russian hostility is poisoning the 
atmosphere for progress
q United States and Russia, each see the other as aggressive, 

hostile powers, threats to their national security

q In the U.S. view, Russia:
— Violated longstanding norm s by se izing C rimea, effective ly 

invading eastern Ukra ine

— Illeg itimately interfered in U .S. e lections, and p lans to do so again

— Is protecting A ssad from  consequences of  bruta lity, c hem ica l use, 
thereby underm ining c hem ica l weapons reg ime – constant lies

— Is m urdering opponents (includ ing w ith banned c hem ica l weapons)

— Is build ing new  classes of  nuclear weapons, p lanning nuclear use 

early in nuclear conflicts, ra ttling the nuclear saber in a  way not 
seen since Khrushc hev, vio la ting arm s contro l treaties

— Democrats, Republicans (except for Trump) united in anti-Russian 

hatred in a  way not seen for decades
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U.S.-Russian hostility is poisoning the 
atmosphere for progress (II)
q In the Russian view, the United States and NATO:

— Violated prom ises by extend ing NATO  toward Russia ’s borders
— Violated internationa l law  by bombing Serb ia , invading Iraq , 

overthrow ing Q addafi w ithout UN  authorization

— O rganized the “co lor revolutions” and had one p lanned to 

overthrow  Putin – routine ly interferes in other countries’ e lections

— O rganized the ouster of  the Ukra inian government and p lanned to 

draw  Ukra ine (and G eorg ia) into the EU  and NATO

— Threw  out the ABM  Treaty and is now  build ing m issile  defenses to 
threaten Russia ’s deterrent

— In essence, conducts more aggressive behavior than Russia  – but 
more cynica lly, cla im ing to support a  rules-based order

— Remarkably w idespread anti-American hostility
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U.S.-Russian hostility is poisoning the 
atmosphere for progress (III)
q Even when locked in a global Cold War, the United States 

and the Soviet Union cooperated on mutual interests:
— Built the arm s contro l structure

— Built the g lobal nonproliferation reg ime

— In-depth m ilitary-to-m ilitary, scientist-to-scientist contacts

— Cooperated on security in Europe – from  Austrian State Treaty to 

O SCE

q Today, even this Cold War cooperation is largely blocked
— Except for JCPOA, little  nonproliferation cooperation

— No arm s contro l ta lks

— M ilitary-to-m ilitary, scientist-to-scientist contacts mostly cut off

— No effective cooperation on security in Europe

— M ostly looking for ways to underm ine each other
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The INF issues could derail arms control

q U.S. charge focuses on the SS-C-8 cruise missile, arguing:
— Tested from  ground-based launc her
— Prohib ited range capability

— Now being deployed

— Russian response: perm itted SLCM ; sim ilar G LCM  does not have 

prohib ited range; U .S. provides too little  info to d iscuss

— In Congress, seen as clear evidence arm s contro l w ith Russia  doesn’t 
work – creating opposition to New  START extension, further accords 

q 3 Russian charges, one with substantial merit
— ABM  test targets intermediate-range; drones sim ilar to cruise 

m issiles (1st a lready has treaty provision; 2nd readily addressed)

— AEG IS A shore: G round-based launc her whose sea-based version 
regularly fires cruise m issiles of  prohib ited range

1 4

Are INF compromises possible?
q For the SS-C-8:

— Russia  could  e lim inate prohib ited system
n Complication: reported ly tested from  Iskandr launc her (Russia  

unlike ly to be w illing to e lim inate a ll of  those)

— If  SS-C-8 rea lly does not have prohib ited range capability  

(unlike ly) Russia  could offer inspections to demonstrate that

q For the Russian charges
— AEG IS ashore :

n U.S. offer of  inspections for absence of  cruise m issiles like ly 
inadequate

n Possib ly add “functiona lly re la ted observable d ifference”
n Build  new, purpose-built launc her if  needed

— O thers: reach agreed interpretations

— But may not be enough if  rea l Russian concerns are e lsewhere
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Complications for the next stage of arms 
control – even if we can get there
q Many strategic issues beyond numbers of nuclear weapons:

— Russia  concerned about:
n U.S. m issile  defenses

n U.S. conventiona l precision strike capabilities

n Increased U .S. counterforce capabilities

— U.S. concerned about:

n Russian new  types of  nuclear weapons

n Russian tactica l nuclear weapons

— Both sides concerned about:

n Strateg ic implica tions of  cyber

— All of  these harder to define, lim it, verify than stra teg ic launc hers

q When should other countries participate in arms reductions?
— M ultipolar deterrence and arm s contro l inevitab ly more complex
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Implications for long-term disarmament
q Getting to zero nuclear weapons likely to be a long and 

winding path

q The final step of zero will require building many 
foundations:
— Robust verifica tion (includ ing the d ifficult prob lem  of confirm ing a 

few  hundred are not hidden away)

— System  to provide internationa l security w ithout nuclear deterrence

— In particular, reso lution of  conflicts that drive some sta tes’ perceived 

need for nuclear weapons

— M utua l confidence among former nuclear weapon sta tes

q Need to maintain, build from existing regimes, resolve 
current dangers, to make progress
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Switching themes…
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Other Managing the Atom/Belfer Center 
research that may be of interest
q Broad analysis of nuclear security worldwide

— Progress and gaps since the last summ it

— Recommendations to fill gaps, susta in momentum

q Study on deterrence and the DPRK
— Risks of  liv ing w ith a  nuclear-armed North Korea, versus risks of  

m ilitary action

q Mitigating long-term risks of Iran’s nuclear program
— Revising researc h effort after Trump’s w ithdrawal

q Stopping illicit trade in dual-use technologies
— Forthcom ing book pulling together many p ieces – inte lligence, export 

contro ls, interna l corporate compliance…

— Planning workshop in China

1 8
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Other Managing the Atom/Belfer Center 
research that may be of interest (II)
q Rebuilding U.S.-Russian relations

— O ptions for reso lving arm s contro l d isputes – arm s contro l reg ime could  

co llapse after New  START if  re la tions, IN F d isputes not reso lved

— Restarting nuclear energy, nuclear security cooperation

— Just-pub lished analysis of  how  nuclear security is evolving

— M il-m il and inte l-inte l d ia logue (“Elbe G roup”)

q Cybersecurity – norms, conflict, deterrence
— Active researc h program  – many publications

— “Defending D ig ita l Democracy” project

q Nuclear dialogue with Pakistan
— G roup led by G en. K idwai

1 9

Other Managing the Atom/Belfer Center 
research that may be of interest (III)
q Chinese nuclear forces, policies

— Recent report reassessing Chinese HEU, Pu stocks

— Forthcom ing study reassessing Chinese weapons design, testing

— Stud ies on reprocessing, enric hment, uranium  supplies

q Future of nuclear energy, and implications
— Constra ints on, risks of  sca le of  grow th needed to contribute 

significantly to climate m itigation – how  they m ight be addressed

— Analyses of  pro liferation resistance, terrorism  resistance, of  nuclear 
energy system s

q Intelligence project, and Recanati-Kaplan fellows program

2 0
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Illicit trade in nuclear and dual-use

technology remains a critical issue

q North Korea still shopping; 
surprisingly, India and Pakistan still 
shopping; Iran may return

q New book explores steps to 
strengthen global efforts to stop this 
trade
— Inte lligence

— Law  enforcement
— Export, financia l contro ls

— Interna l corporate compliance

— Sanctions and interd iction
— Nonproliferation culture in 

organizations

— Internationa l organizations

2 1

https://tinyurl.com/yakbop8h

Insider threats are the most dangerous

nuclear security problem
2 2

q The known HEU and Pu thefts, and 
most sabotages, involved insiders

q People don’t want to believe their 
friends and colleagues could betray 
the organization
— Leads to serious lapses in protection 

against insider threats
q Getting people to report suspicious 

behavior is very difficult
q Often even obvious “red flags” go 

unreported, unaddressed
q Bunn-Sagan book offers case 

studies, “Worst Practices Guide” on 
lessons learned from past mistakes

http://www.belfercenter.org/
publication/insider-threats

http://www.belfercenter.org/publication/insider-threats
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For further reading…

q Full text of Managing the Atom publications
— http ://belfercenter.org/m ta

q Belfer Center’s “Iran Matters” website
— http ://iranmatters.belfercenter.org/

q Belfer Center’s “Decoding the Iran Nuclear Deal”
— https://www.belfercenter.org/publica tion/decoding-iran-

nuclear-deal-0

q Insider Threats
— https://www.belfercenter.org/publica tion/insider-threats

q Preventing Black-Market Trade in Nuclear Technology:
— https://tinyurl.com/yakbop8h

2 3

Backup slides…
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http://belfercenter.org/mta
http://iranmatters.belfercenter.org/
https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/decoding-iran-nuclear-deal-0
https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/insider-threats
https://tinyurl.com/yakbop8h
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Dateline: North Korea

q Unpredictable dictator armed with 
~15-45 nuclear weapons, ballistic 
missiles
— Regularly threatens to rain  “nuclear 

fire” on ROK, United States

q Producing more HEU, plutonium, 
testing longer-range missiles

q Repeated provocations against ROK 
– could lead to conflict

q Agreements, sanctions, threats have 
all failed to stop DPRK program

Source: KCNA
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Dateline: North Korea (II)

q Key dangers
— Nuclear use – e.g., DPRK m ight use in  conflict, under “use them  or 

lose them ” pressure or to scare off  its enem ies

— Nuclear transfer -- to other states (e.g., a l K ibar reactor in  Syria), less 
likely to terrorist groups

— Pressures on others in  region to m atch DPRK capability

— “Loose nukes” if  regim e collapses

q Options
— Squeeze until DPRK collapses or fu lly denuclearizes (How  feasible?)

— Seek to negotiate at least an interim  freeze and no-transfer pact 

(W hat price? W hat risk reduction?)

— M ilitary action (W hat risks?  W hat could realistically be struck?)
— Do nothing (W hat risks?)
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Dateline: Iran

q Nuclear agreement would have 
reduced risk during Trump’s term (if 
all sides had stuck with it)

q But key restraints on Iran’s program 
ended at 8, 10, and 15 years after 
implementation

q Iran continues to support terrorist 
groups, undermine countries in the 
region, threaten Israel, test longer-
range ballistic missiles – and has 
never given an honest declaration of 
its past nuclear weapons efforts

Source: khamenei.ir
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Dateline: Iran (II)

q Key dangers
— Nuclear proliferation – especially as key restraints expire, and Iran is 

perm itted to build  up enrichm ent capacity, develop m ore advanced 

(and easier to h ide) centrifuges…

— Pressures on others in  region to try to m atch Iran’s capabilities

q Options
— Build  m ore cooperative relationship? (How  feasible? W hat risks?)
— Contain  and deter, strengthen allies? (W hat risks and costs?)

— Seek to convince Iran it is not in  its interest to greatly expand its 
nuclear capabilities w hen restraints phase out? (How  feasible?)

— Rebuild  sanctions regim e? (How  feasible?)

— M ilitary action? (How  plausible?  W hat risks?)
— Do nothing? (W hat risks?)
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Dateline: Unknown

Nuclear and Radiological Terrorism

q Numerous gov’t studies: 
terrorist group could plausibly 
make a crude bomb if it got 
material

q ~20 cases of seizure of stolen 
HEU or plutonium

q Aum Shinrikyo, al Qaeda both 
pursued nuclear weapons

q ISIS intent unclear, caliphate 
defeated, but still has 
substantial money, people, 
and ability to recruit globally

Source: NATO
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Dateline: Unknown

Nuclear and Radiological Terrorism (II)

q Terrorists could also sabotage nuclear facilities (potentially 
cause Fukushima-scale accident), use radioactive material in 
“dirty bomb”

q Options
— Im prove security for nuclear and radiological m aterials, facilities 

(How  to sustain  m om entum  now  that the sum m it process is over?)

— Block nuclear sm uggling (How  to find the needles in  the haystacks?)

— Counter h igh-capability terrorist groups (How  can we do better?)

— Prepare to respond (How  m uch can this m itigate the harm ?)

3 0
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Dateline: Russia

q Aggressive nuclear 
modernization, exercises, 
rhetoric; cyberattacks; 
disinformation…

q Heightened U.S.-Russian 
tensions – Ukraine, and other 
issues
— Potential for conflict, e.g., in  

Baltics

q Russian forces, command and 
control vulnerable; potential 
for launch on false alarm

Source: ITAR-TASS
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Dateline: China

q Much smaller nuclear force, 
but major modernization 
underway

q Some U.S.-China tensions –
South and East China seas, 
cyber, other issues

q No arms control, verification, 
dialogue on strategic issues in 
place
— China (and Russia) concerned 

over U.S. m issile defenses, 
conventional strike capabilities, 

nuclear m odernization

Source: ITAR-TASS

3 2
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Dateline: South Asia

q Ongoing nuclear arms race 
between Pakistan and India –
who have fought 4 wars

q Military doctrines with unclear 
redlines; terrorists might 
provoke conflict; could lead to 
blundering into war

q Pakistan has world’s fastest-
growing nuclear arsenal, and 
some of the world’s most 
capable terrorists

q Some modeling suggests even 
Indo-Pakistani nuclear war 
could cause “nuclear fall”

Source: Wikimedia Commons
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Dateline: United States

Strategic modernization

q Existing U.S. strategic weapons are aging
q Obama administration has laid out a 

plan for new ICBMs, SLBMs, submarines, 
bombers, and cruise missiles, with “life 
extended” (upgraded) warheads

q >$1 trillion cost over 30 years

q Likely to be unsustainable in the face of 
conventional needs, other priorities

q Need broader debate over what is needed 
for deterrence, how to achieve it cost-
effectively, integration with arms control Source: DOD

3 4
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Dateline: Global

Strengthening the global regime

q Many states unhappy with 
Nonproliferation Treaty –
failed treaty review in 2015, 
another coming in 2020

q Ongoing challenges controlling 
sensitive technologies – new 
tech. such as additive 
manufacturing makes more 
difficult

q Possible spread of ostensibly 
civilian enrichment and 
reprocessing as nuclear energy 
grows and spreads – steps 
needed to reduce risks

Source: AFP
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Dateline: Global

Strengthening the global regime (II)

q States threatened by powerful neighbors or major powers 
may still seek nuclear weapons – or “hedging” capability 
that would allow them to build weapons quickly
— M uch to do reduce “dem and” for nuclear weapons, especially in  

M iddle East and East Asia

q IAEA needs more resources and authority
q Given U.S.-Russian tensions, accusations of violations, little 

near-term prospect for further arms reductions – means 
more political tension in nonproliferation regime
— Little near-term  prospect for bringing Com prehensive Test Ban Treaty 

into force or negotiating fissile cutoff

— Little near-term  prospect of  real progress tow ard M iddle East 
Weapons of  M ass Destruction Free Zone

— All nuclear powers m odernizing their forces

3 6
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Huge, transformational nuclear growth
needed for substantial climate role

3 7
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C a r b o n  

d is p la c e d  

b y  th e   IA E A  

h ig h  n u c le a r  

g r o w th  c a s e

Coercive diplomacy:

Promises have to be credible too

q Thomas Schelling:
— “Stop or I’ll shoot” only works if  

the adversary:
— Believes you’ll shoot if  he doesn’t 

stop

— ALSO  believe you W O N’T shoot 
if  he DO ES stop

q This crucial credibility of 
promises does not get enough 
attention
— Trump’s w ithdrawal from  the 

JCPOA underm ines the 
cred ib ility  of  U .S. prom ises

— M ay effect N . Korea ta lks, 
broad range of other d ip lomacy

3 8

Source: Boston Globe

Thanks to Reid Pauly for emphasizing these points


